MLA Step by Step

The sections below provide a step-by-step look at documenting different types of sources. Pay special attention to punctuation because it varies by source. If a specific element is not provided by the source, skip it.

The list of works cited should include any quoted, summarized, or paraphrased sources. At times, you will have to adapt the guidelines. For the most part, the elements needed for a works cited entry will include:

1. The author(s), if available
2. The title
3. The title of the larger work in which the source is located (now called a container): a collection, journal, magazine, Web site, etc.
4. As many of the following items as are available for the source and the container:
   a. Editor, translator, director, performer
   b. Version
   c. Volume and issue numbers
   d. Publisher or sponsor
   e. Date of publication
   f. Location of the source: page numbers, URL, DOI, etc.

Not all sources will require every element. See specific models in A Writer’s Reference for more details. Notice the numbers in parentheses and their accompanying examples on page 2 of this handout.

1. Author Information:
   - Arrange sources alphabetically by last names or by the first word for titles for works with no authors (except for a, an, or the).
   - Do not indent the first line of each works cited entry, but indent any additional lines one-half inch (hanging indent). This technique makes it easier for the reader to scan the list alphabetically. (14-21)
   - For a single author, the author’s name order is last name, first name. (1)
   - For two authors, the first author’s name order is last name, first name. The second author’s name order is first name, last name. (2)
   - For three or more authors, the first author’s name order is last name, first name, followed by “et al.” (3)
   - If no author is supplied, the organization or company can be used as author (do the same for the in-text citation). (4)
   - If the authors are editors/translators, use their names, adding “editors” or “translators” after the names. (5)

2. Title and Subtitle of the Work:
   - Subtitles are preceded by a colon, capitalizing the first word after the colon, and italicizing the entire title. (1, 3-5)
   - Capitalize all words except articles (a, an, the), prepositions, coordinating conjunctions, and to infinitives, unless the word is first or last in the title or subtitle. (1, 3-5)
   - Use quotation marks for titles of articles and other short works, such as short stories, poems, magazine articles, journal articles, newspaper articles, songs, television episodes, a short work from a website, etc. (10-13)
   - Italicize titles of books and other long works, such as journals, magazines, newspapers, plays, musicals, anthologies, albums, television show titles, an entire website, etc. (1-21)
   - Use The for periodicals which include The in their titles: The New York Times; The Economist. (13, 20)
   - An anthology is a collection of works on a common theme, often with different authors for the selections and usually with an editor for the entire volume. (8, 9)

3. Name of Editor, Compiler, or Translator and Edition:
   - If the work includes an editor or translator, begin with the name of the author and put the editor’s or translator’s name after the title. (6, 15)
   - If the work includes editors/translators and/or editions, in addition to the authors: Author’s name (last, first). Title in italics. Translated/Edited by Name. 2nd/3rd etc. ed., Publication Name, Date. (7)

4. Publication Information:
   - Use full publisher names, except for terms such as “Inc.” and “Co.” Keep terms such as “Books” and “Publisher” and “Press.” For university publishers, continue to use U and P for “University” and “Press.” (1-9)
   - For a book, take the name of the publisher from the title page or the copyright page.
   - For a website, the publisher can be found at the bottom of the page or on the “About” page.
   - If a work has two or more publishers, separate the names with slashes.
   - If the title of a website and the publisher are the same/similar, use the site’s title but omit the publisher.
5. Dates:
   • For a book, use the most recent year from the title or copyright pages. For a website, use the copyright date or the most recent update. Use the complete date listed in the source.
   • Abbreviate all months, except May, June, and July, and display the complete date in inverted format: 15 Apr. 2016.
   • For sources without dates, give the date of access at the end of the citation: Accessed 4 Apr. 2016. (21)

6. Page Numbers (included for books in the in-text citation only):
   • For page numbers, precede them with “p.” for one page and “pp.” for more than one page. (9-13, 17-20)
   • Do not use page numbers from a website printout, unless it is a .pdf file.
   • If an article does not appear on consecutive pages (p. 45 then pp. 54-66), give the number of the first page followed by a plus sign: 45+.

7. URLs and DOIs (see examples 14-21 below):
   • Include a permalink or a DOI (digital object identifier) if a source provides one. (19)
   • If a source does not provide either, include a URL, omitting the “http://” protocol. (15-18)
   • For a library’s subscription database (such as JSTOR), include only the basic URL for the database home page. (19)
   • For open databases and archives (such as Google Books), give the complete source’s URL. (15)

Printed Book and Anthology Examples:


Source: *A Writer’s Reference*